Studio Policies & Protocols during COVID-19
Effective September 2021 until further notice
Now that we are re-opening and heading back to normal, the studio will still be taking extra precautions to
promote the health and safety of the dancers and staff at Dance Plus and to limit the spread of COVID-19.
We thank you for your co-operation.






If your child (or anyone in your household) is showing any signs of illness (fever, cough, difficulty
breathing), they MUST be kept home as per your signed waiver. Dance Plus Staff will also stay home if they
or anyone in their household is showing any signs of illness
Hand Santizer must be used by everyone upon entering or exiting the building
Dancers will Hand Sanitize as they enter their studio for class (this will be provided by the studio, you are
welcome to provide your own). Dancers age 5 & under we will provide “hand wipes”
Cleaning protocols will continue to be done periodically throughout the night of classes

In Studio Classes



ALL restrictions have been lifted at this time so the studio will be going back to a normal schedule
Should any changes be required upon SHA recommendations we will then have to take a look at our
schedule

Before Class
We are still asking students to follow these regulations until further notice:
 Wearing of Masks will be OPTIONAL by dancers & staff
 Dancers should come dressed & ready with their hair done for class, NO change area will be available
 Students should be dropped off NO earlier than 5 minutes before their class time – Dancers will come
into the building, hand sanitize and wait for their studio to be available
 Dancers Ages 5 & under - One parent/guardian per family may enter the building for drop off & pick up
of dancer

Waiting Room


Waiting room will be CLOSED to PARENTS at this time until further notice. Studio would like to limit
the number of people in a building
 Dancers will be allowed to stay in the waiting room for breaks between classes
 Washrooms are available for Dancers use only when necessary

Water Bottles


Students must bring their own labeled filled water bottle

After Class




Parents should arrive to pick up their dancers during the last 5 minutes of the class.
Please be prompt to pick up your dancer, we do not have space for dancers to be waiting for a pick-up
Dancers will hand sanitize on the way out of the studio

Throughout






Washrooms will be disinfected periodically throughout each night
Commonly touched surfaces and studio space will be sanitized periodically
STAY HOME if showing any symptoms of illness
Masks are OPTIONAL
Wash hands often, avoid touching your face and wash dance clothes regularly.

Here’s hoping for a back to normal dance season!
Thank you, Dance Plus Staff

